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An Indian artist from Ram Sutar Art Creations climbs onto a window while working on a mural of buffaloes on a wall at Railway Colony, created as part of the ongoing ‘Paint My City’ project for the upcoming Kumbh Mela festival, in Allahabad yesterday. — AFP 

Bomb-proof, earthquake-resistant and cheap: thousands
of Pakistanis are choosing to hunker down in caves
northwest of Islamabad, snapping up the hobbit-like

homes amid a nationwide housing shortage. Located around
60 kilometers (40 miles) from Pakistan’s capital, nearly
3,000 people live in caves in the village of Hasan Abdal,
according to councilor Haji Abdul Rasheed-whose own
home is among the dwellings carved into the rugged, earthen
hillside embankments. Rasheed’s spartan cave-or “buray” as
it is locally known-consists of a few minimally furnished
rooms complemented by a breezy veranda. 

The caves are usually dug by hand, with residents using
clay to plaster the walls-a practice which serves as a bul-
wark against landslides, they say. “There is nothing like it. If
you build a mud house, it collapses during the rains. This
does not collapse,” says Rasheed. “It’s earthquake-proof and
bomb-proof.” Although locals have been living in caves for
at least five centuries since the area was settled by a Mughal
tribe, a surge in housing prices has renewed the appetite for
the cavernous homes, which cost much less than their urban
counterparts. “We bought this because it’s cheaper... we dug
it ourselves,” says resident Ameer Ullah Khan.  

The modern-day cave dwellers also recommend the
structures as ideally suited to Pakistan’s weather-staying
cool as summertime temperature soar past 40 degrees
Celsius and providing a warm cocoon during the area’s chilly
winters. “We mostly spend our summers here... using the
caves as our residence and to store our belongings, includ-

ing our wheat and corn harvest,” says Muhammad Sohail,
who lives elsewhere the rest of the year.

Life is not all easy however: lacking sufficient natural
light, the caves rely on electricity cabled in from outside to
power TV sets and mobile phones, while indoor plumbing is
a rare luxury. But with cave prices averaging around about
40,000 rupees ($300) compared to brick homes that start
around 250,000 rupees, locals and property experts say
they are much more affordable than other rural options.
“Even in the countryside, you need at least half a million
rupees to get a small piece of land to build a house,” real
estate agent Sakhi Riaz told AFP. 

The lower costs have allowed some residents to splurge
on extras, from rose gardens to terraced fruit orchards. One
local ‘godman’ has even gone so far as to build an huge resi-
dential complex to host hundreds of devotees who flock to
the area for religious festivities. The humble abodes are seen
as an increasingly attractive option as Pakistan battles a
dearth of affordable housing, with the country’s rapidly
growing population hovering around 207 million. Freshly
elected Prime Minister Imran Khan has vowed to address
the crisis by building as many as five million new homes even
as an ongoing financial crisis has raised questions about how
he will pay for it. — AFP

Pakistani villager Ameer Ullah Khan (left) chats with a friend
in his cave room in Nikko village, about 60 kilometers from
the capital Islamabad, near the highway town Hasan Abdal. 

Pakistani villager Faqeer Gul offers noon prayers in his cave
room in Nikko village.

Pakistani villager Ameer Ullah Khan takes care of a cow out-
side his cave home in Nikko village.

Pakistani villager Ameer Ullah Khan washes his hands out-
side his cave home in Nikko village. — AFP photos

Looted St Mark
mosaic returns
home to Cyprus

Cyprus has welcomed home a rare sixth-
century mosaic more than four decades
after it was looted from a church, Cypriot

authorities said yesterday. “The mosaic of Apostle
Mark... has been repatriated to Cyprus from the
Netherlands,” Cyprus’ antiquities department said
in a statement. The mosaic was stolen from the
church of Panayia Kanakaria in northern Cyprus
following the Turkish invasion in 1974. It was one
of several icons looted from the church during this
time. “The walled mosaics of Panayia Kanakaria,
dating back to the sixth century AD, are highly
important works of art and among the few
remaining early Christian mosaics in the world,”
the antiquities department said.

Dutch art investigator Arthur Brand tracked
down the mosaic in Monaco after a nearly two-
year chase across Europe. It was handed over to
the Cypriot antiquities department and the
Church of Cyprus during a private ceremony
Sunday in The Hague. Dubbed the “Indiana Jones
of the art world” because of his exploits to recov-
er stolen works, Brand won world fame in 2015
after finding two massive bronze statues made by
Nazi sculptor Joseph Thorak that are referred to
as “Hitler’s Horses”. He told AFP the Cypriot
mosaic depicting the Byzantine saint “was in the
possession of a British family, who bought the
mosaic in good faith more than four decades ago”.
“They were horrified when they found out that it
was in fact a priceless art treasure, looted from
the Kanakaria Church after the Turkish invasion,”
he said.

The family agreed to return it to Cyprus in
exchange for a small fee to cover restoration and
storage costs, Brand said, adding that the relic was
worth five to 10 million euros ($5.7 to $11.4 mil-
lion). The Byzantine-era mosaic, believed to have
been made around 550 AD, was one of many that
adorned the walls of the Panayia Kanakaria
church northwest of the capital, Nicosia.
According to the Cypriot department of antiqui-
ties it was “violently detached and stolen from the
church, between 1977-79 by the Turkish looter
and art dealer Aydin Dikmen” along with other
mosaics. Cyprus has been divided since 1974
when Turkey invaded and seized its northern third
in response to an Athens-engineered coup to
unite the island with Greece. — AFP

A young Pakistani villager sits in a cave room in Nikko
village.

In Pakistani village, home
is where the cave is


